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SOCIAL STUDIES

Fill in the blanks:
Geography
1. The winds which blow in a specific direction during a particular period of day or month
or year are known as ________________________.
2. The thrust of air on a unit is called ___________________.
3. ___________ winds are confined to small area.
4. As we go up the density of air becomes ________________.
5. The density of air at sea level is the _________________.
6. Middle layer of the earth is known as ________________.
7. __________ means wind.
8. ________________ rains are common in India.
9. Rain caused by whirling storms is called ____________________ .
10. ___________ and ____________ are the common trees in tropical forests.
11. In North America ___________ forests are towards the south of the tundra region.
12. _______________________ type of climate is found on west coast.
13. ________________ is the longest river in the world.
14. The __________________ of Colorado is known for its natural mountainous beauty.
History
1. The Bahamani sultans founded their empire in ____________________.
2. After the fall of the Delhi Sultanate ____________________ rule started.
3. Many small kingdoms were setup in north India after the rule of
____________________.
4. The sea port of Kakatiyas is ____________________.
5. The first foreigners who invaded India were ____________________.
6. The greatest among the Chauhans was ____________________.
7. The architecture of Ellora belonged to ____________________.
8. The first novel in Kannada was written by ___________________.
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9. Ramayana of Kamban was written in ____________________.
10. The sun temple in Konark was built by ____________________.
11. The commander of Ala-ud-din Khilji who defeated the southern kingdom was
____________________.
12. The capital of Cholas is ____________________.
13. Vikramanka Charitha was written by ____________________.
Civics
1. Every bill undergoes ____________________ readings.
2. The rough draft of an act is called ____________________.
3. There is only ____________________ in Tamil Nadu state.
4. Financial bills are introduced only in ____________________.
5. Laws are made on the items in the union list by ____________________.
6. The term of Rajya Sabha is ____________________.
7. Most of the European countries are adopting ____________________ type of
government.
8. Responsibilities follow the ____________________.
9. The lengthiest constitution in the world is ____________________.
10. The date on which our constitution was adopted is ____________________.
11. People may replace their selfish representative in the government through elections only
under ____________________.
12. The date from which our constitution was in force ____________________.
Economics
1. About ____________________ % of river water flows through Andhra Pradesh.
2. Pulicat lake is ____________________ lake.
3. ____________________ is fresh water lake.
4. Upada is known for ____________________.
5. In population ____________________ tops the list of all states in our country.
6. Population density of Hyderabad District is ____________________ as per 2001 census.
7. Thermal stations generated ____________________ % of electricity by 1955.
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8. The % of rural population is high in ____________________ district.
9. The density of population of our state is ____________________ as per 2001 census.
10. The economy of AP has the characteristics of ____________________ economy.
11. The activities in primary sector depend upon ____________________.
12. AP was formed on ____________________.
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